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Logitech PlayGear Family of Products Optimises 
PlayStation Portable  Experience

 Range of Products Offering Superior Protection, Quality Audio, Excellence
in Design

AUSTRALIA— August 10, 2005 — With just a matter of weeks until the much-anticipated 

PSP™ (PlayStation® Portable) handheld entertainment system arrives in Australia, consumers 

should consider optimising their mobile experience with the popular Logitech PlayGear family of

products. Logitech, a leading manufacturer of personal peripherals for work and play, designed 

its PlayGear products to add to the PSP’s stylish appearance and enhance its functionality, and to 

help protect people’s investments in the PSP.  

Logitech PlayGear products include two stylish cases that serve as versatile yet virtually 

indestructible body armor for the PSP; a protective screen cover; a powerful and stylish set of 

stereo headphones; portable speakers ideal for enjoying movies; as well as a selection of other 

premium audio options for enjoying all of the devices multimedia capabilities.

“With this family of products, Logitech is leveraging our expertise in design, leadership in audio, 

and history in interactive entertainment to help maximise the PSP’s enormous potential,” said 

said Marco Manera, general manager of Logitech Australia. “The PSP is a beautiful device, and 

we have taken great care in designing even the smallest details in our products to ensure they are 

completely complementary, both aesthetically and functionally. Each product in the PlayGear line

will improve the overall ownership experience of the PSP.”

Logitech’s PlayGear family of products includes:

Logitech PlayGear Pocket Case

The stylish Logitech® PlayGear Pocket™ case protects the PSP against wear and tear, scratches 

and bumps, with its virtually indestructible polycarbonate shell, while allowing complete 

accessibility to all the PSP functions. The versatile case’s lid flips up and out of the way, allowing

gamers to use the PSP without removing it from the case. The lid’s tension hinge allows it to 
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rotate and stay open at any angle, so it can serve as a tabletop stand for hands-free viewing of 

videos. The case also provides easy access to the 3.5 mm audio port so that gamers can plug in 

their headphones while the PSP is protected in the case. The case has a suggested retail price of 

AU$39.

The Logitech PlayGear Street Carrying Case

The versatile Logitech® PlayGear Street™ carrying case offers hands-free protection and 

mobility for the PSP. Featuring a clip-on strap, the protective case can be worn across the chest 

like a messenger bag or it can simply hang over a single shoulder like a camera bag. With the 

included carabiner, the case can also be clipped directly to a backpack, a piece of luggage, or 

even a belt loop. The Logitech PlayGear Street case features slots that hold up to three Universal 

Media Discs (UMD) and four memory sticks, so owners can bring their games, movies and music

with them. The Logitech PlayGear Street carrying case has a suggested retail price of AU$59.

Logitech PlayGear Amp portable Speakers

The sleek Logitech® PlayGear Amp™ portable speakers provide rich and loud stereo sound from

the PSP device for music, movies and games. The speakers contain a PSP bracket that holds the 

device for easy, hands-free viewing. With a collapsible design and an included carrying case, the 

speakers are easy to pack up and take on the road. The Logitech PlayGear Amp portable speakers 

have a suggested retail price of AU$99.

The Logitech PlayGear Mod Headphones
The Logitech® PlayGear Mod™ headphones match the sleek styling of the PSP, and deliver a 

powerful audio experience and a comfortable fit. Sporting a behind-the-head design, the 

headphones feature 30 mm neodymium drivers that deliver crisp, rich audio with superior bass. 

The headphones, which weigh only 1.8 ounces, feature unique comfort rings. Made of a soft, gel-

like substance, these removable rings rest securely over the ear to make sure the headphones stay 

in place, even for the most active user. The Logitech PlayGear Mod headphones have a suggested

retail price of AU$49. 

Logitech PlayGear Stealth Earphones

The Logitech® PlayGear Stealth™ earphones provide high-quality audio performance and a 

comfortable fit for hours of game play, music or movies. The product includes three soft rubber 

fittings – small, medium and large – to allow a custom fit, to keep the earphones in place inside 

any ear, and to provide a comfortable seal that improves the bass sound quality. The earphones 

also feature neodymium stereo drivers capable of producing large sound despite their compact 

form. The Logitech PlayGear Stealth earphones have a suggested retail price of AU$39.
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The Logiech PlayGear Visor Protective Screen Cover

The Logitech® PlayGear Visor™ protective screen cover prevents scratches and fingerprints 

from tainting the PSP screen. The clear polycarbonate hardcover overlays the screen, allowing 

complete access to all game controls, system keys and ports, so gamers can play their PSP and 

protect it at the same time. The cover securely clips to the PSP device with no tools required. The 

PlayGear Visor protective screen cover will retail for a suggested price of AU$19.

Logitech PlayGear Share Audio Splitter 

The Logitech® PlayGear Share™ audio splitter creates a pair of open 3.5 mm ports, allowing 

friends to use two sets of headphones or speakers simultaneously on one PSP device – twice the 

fun when listening to movies and music. The Logitech PlayGear Share audio splitter has a 

suggested retail price of AU$19.

About Logitech

Founded in 1981, Logitech designs, manufactures and markets personal peripherals that enable 

people to effectively work, play, and communicate in the digital world. Logitech International is a

Swiss public company traded on the SWX Swiss Exchange (LOGN) and in the U.S. on the 

Nasdaq National Market System (LOGI). The company has manufacturing facilities in Asia and 

offices in major cities in North America, Europe and Asia Pacific.

About PSP™ (PlayStation®Portable)
PlayStation Portable is a new handheld entertainment system that allows users to enjoy 3D 
games, with high-quality full-motion video, and high-fidelity stereo audio.  With graphics 
rendering capability comparable to that of PlayStation®2, PlayStation Portable features a 4.3 inch
widescreen, high-resolution TFT display.  PlayStation Portable also adopts a newly developed 
compact but high-capacity (1.8GB) optical disc, Universal Media Disc (UMD), as its storage 
medium.  With a wide range of accessories and connectivity options, including Memory Stick 
Duo™, USB 2.0, IR port and Wireless LAN.
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